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Resumen

En esta tesis se discute la dependencia frecuencial y espacial de líneas de transmisión, así

como el efecto de campos electromagnéticos incidentes.

Se consideran y comparan dos métodos en el dominio de la frecuencia para el análisis de

líneas multiconductoras no uniformes. El primer método se basa en la conexión cascada de

matrices cadena o ABCD de secciones de línea uniforme. El segundo método consiste en la

solución de un sistema lineal variante en espacio con los elementos de la matriz cadena como

estados del sistema. Para resolver este sistema se evalúan varias técnicas de integración numérica.

Adicionalmente, el modelo de líneas de transmisión no uniformes en el dominio de la

frecuencia se extiende a la inclusión del efecto de campos incidentes. El procedimiento consiste

en calcular fuentes equivalentes concentradas, las cuales se conectan al extremo receptor de la

línea sin excitación. Para obtener las soluciones en el dominio del tiempo se aplica la

Transformada Numérica de Laplace.

Finalmente se presenta un nuevo modelo en el dominio del tiempo para analizar líneas

monofásicas no uniformes con parámetros eléctricos dependientes de la frecuencia. Este modelo

está basado en la síntesis de una línea uniforme equivalente a partir de la matriz cadena de una

línea no uniforme. Las dependencias frecuencial y espacial de la línea se incorporan a los

parámetros transitorios de la línea uniforme (resistencia y conductancia). Las ecuaciones

resultantes de la línea de transmisión se resuelven empleando el Método de Características.

Se incluyen varios ejemplos de aplicación, los cuales se validan mediante comparaciones

con resultados obtenidos empleando el ATP/EMTP y resultados experimentales publicados por

otros autores.
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Abstract

In this thesis, the frequency and space dependence of the electrical parameters of

transmission lines are discussed, as well as the effect of incident electromagnetic fields.

First, two methods in the frequency domain for analyzing non-uniform multiconductor

lines are considered and compared. The first one is based on the cascaded connection of chain

or ABCD matrices of uniform line segments. The second method consists of solving a space

variant linear system with the chain matrix elements as system states. To solve this system,

several techniques of numerical integration are evaluated.

In addition, the frequency domain model for non-uniform transmission lines is extended

to include the effect of incident fields. The procedure consists of computing equivalent lumped

sources which are connected at the receiving end of the unexcited line. To obtain the time

domain solutions, the Numerical Laplace Transform is used.

Finally, a new time domain model for analyzing single-phase non-uniform lines with

frequency dependent electrical parameters is presented. This model is based on synthesizing an

equivalent uniform line from the chain matrix of a non-uniform line. The space and frequency

dependence are incorporated into the uniform line's transient parameters (resistance and

conductance). The resultant transmission line equations are solved using the Method of

Characteristics.

Several application examples are included and validated through comparisons with results

obtained with the ATP/EMTP and experimental measurements published elsewhere.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The fundamental causes of electromagnetic transients in power systems are switching

operations, faults and lightning. The consequential phenomena are traveling waves in

transmission lines or cables and oscülations due to the energy interchange between inductances

and capacitances of the system. Electromagnetic transients cause overvoltages that can be

dangerous to the power system. Characteristics of these overvoltages, such as amplitude,

frequency and point of occurrence have an effect on the insulation design of transmission lines,

the selection of equipment and the system operation. Therefore, a deep knowledge of these

disturbances is very important for designing and coordinating the protection of power systems.

For systems of less than 230 kV, the insulation level is determined primarily for protection

against lightning; for systems between 230 and 700 kV, both lightning and switching events are

considered for the insulation design; and for systems above 700 kV, switching overvoltages are

the fundamental factor in the selection of the insulation level.

Typical examples of switching transients are the energization or reclosure of transmission

lines, as well as faults occurrence and clearance. In the case of lightning transients, these can be

due to direct or indirect strokes. Direct strokes usually affect the conductors and towers of

transmission systems. In a well designed transmission system, ground conductors are the ones

normally hit by direct lightning strokes. However, when the phase conductors are hit by the

stroke, the consequent overvoltages can be in the order of 1 MV, and even if the ground wires

are the only ones affected by the stroke, the electromagnetic induction can genérate large

overvoltages. On the other hand, indirect strokes, this is, strokes that hit the proximity of the

transmission line, produce incident electromagnetic fields and since these events are more

common than the direct strokes, the consequent overvoltages are one of the most important
issues for the design and coordination of distribution systems.
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Modeling of transmission lines for the analysis of electromagnetic transients has been a

topic of large significance and expansión in the last decades. Early line models were based on the

lossless case, for which the line equations are just a particular case of the Wave Equation.

DAlembert solution to this equation in terms of traveling waves is well known and is the basis

for the Bergeron model, which was originally developed for analyzing hydraulic systems in 1949

and was later adapted to transmission lines [1].

In 1968, Dommel developed a program based on the Bergeron model for the solution of

electromagnetic transients in time domain [2]. This is the well known "Electromagnetic

Transient Program" (EMTP) which allows a highly efficient simulation of transient conditions in

power systems, as well as the inclusión of control elements. Later on, altemative
versions to the

EMTP emerged, as the "Altemative Transient Program" (ATP) developed by Meyer in 1974 and

the "Electromagnetic Transients for Direct Current" (EMTDC) initially developed byWoodford

in 1975.

As an electromagnetic wave propagates along a transmission line, its shape suffers a

gradual distortion due to the fact that the different frequency components of the wave travel at

different speeds and with different attenuations. Henee, one of the most important aspeets in

modeling transmission lines has been the inclusión of these frequency dependent effeets for time

domain transient studies. Since the early 1970's, several approaches have been developed, and

some of them have found their use in general simulation programs such as ATP and EMTDC.

The first two works that included the frequency dependence of the electrical parameters on

a single-phase transmission line for time domain analysis were presented by Budner [3] and

Snelson [4] in 1970 and 1972, respectively. Both models are based on a 2-port representation and

the solution of the propagation equations is carried out by means of long convolutions between

weighting functions of the transfer matrix and the corresponding voltages and currents.

In 1974, Meyer and Dommel applied the technique of long convolutions, developed by

Snelson, to include frequency dependence in the transmission line model of the EMTP [5]. Since

this program is based on the trapezoidal integration rule, the convolutions are numerically solved

using this rule. Semlyen and Dabuleanu proposed in 1975 a method of recursive solution; this

technique, along with modal analysis using real and constant transformation matrices, was

applied to the modeling of multiconductor lines [62].

In 1982, J. R. Marti proposed a model in which both line termináis are connected to a

network representing its characteristic impedance for an specific frequency range [6]. With this

technique, difficulties in the aecurate determination of the weighting functions are greatly

reduced. The characteristic impedance and the propagation function are synthesized using

rational functions whose poles and zeros are obtained using Bode's method. However, the modal
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transformation matrices are considered as real and constant, which precludes the application of

this method in representing unbalanced or untransposed lines for which the transformation

matrices are highly frequency dependent. To overeóme this problem, L. Marti proposed in 1988

a technique to take into account the frequency dependence of the modal transformation matrices

[7]. Unfortunately, the method was implemented for underground cables and its extensión to

overhead lines has not been successful to this day.

Gustavsen and Semlyen introduced in 1998 a powerful technique called Vector Fitting [8].

This technique allows the rational fitting of frequency domain responses of a matrix column-by-

column, which results in substantial computer time savings. Besides, the poles and residues can

be complex, which is very useful when fitting non-smooth functions, such as the elements of the

transformation matrix and the modal characteristic admittance.

In 1999, Morched et al. combined the idempotent decomposition technique, presented by

Wedepohl in 1982 [9] and completely developed by Marcano and L. Marti in 1997 [10], with

Vector Fitting to créate the "Universal Line Model" [11]. This model has shown a high precisión

in the analysis of homogeneous lines with frequency dependence and is nowadays the most

advanced model included in commercial programs. However, it has been shown that even this

model can present errors when simulating systems with strong frequency dependence [12].

Parallel to time domain analysis, frequency domain analysis of electromagnetic transients

has been used as an altemative for several years. The main reason is that the frequency

dependence of the line parameters is taken into account in a straightforward way. Initial works in

frequency domain where presented by Day et al. in 1965 [13] and Wedepohl et al. in 1970 [14].

These works were based on the numerical evaluation of the Laplace transform to obtain the

frequency response of transmission systems. The implementation of the Cooley-Tukey algorithm

[15]
- also known as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) - introduced a significant advance in the

numerical computation of the Laplace transform.

An altemative method for the numerical evaluation of the Laplace transform was

introduced by Hosono in 1 982, through the approximation of the exponential term by a finite

series [63]. This method was developed for wave optic applications and was later applied to

transient analysis of transmission lines [21, 25, 64]. However, it requires fixing the valué of

several variables depending on the specific application.

An important limitation of the frequency domain analysis is its inherent linearity. However,

in previous works the principie of superposition has been used to analyze non linear conditions

such as switching events and the inclusión of non linear elements in transmission systems with

important results [12, 16-18].
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1.2 Problem Statement

In the analysis of electromagnetic transients, such as those due to switching, the

transmission line can be assumed as uniform and take into account only its frequency

dependence. However, when analyzing fast transients such as those due to lightning or faults in

substation groundings, the line non-uniformities can be as important as the frequency

dependence. Examples of non-uniform lines (NUL's) are: overhead lines with sagging

conductors between towers, lines entering substations, river crossing lines and vertical

conductors.

The non-uniform line problem has been treated in time domain using several techniques.

One of the first attempts to solve this problem was proposed by Menemenlis and Chun in 1982

[19]. Their work is based on traveling waves and the Lattice Diagram for single-phase lossless

lines. In 1991, Ishii, et al. proposed a non-uniform model applied to transmission towers, in

which each section of the tower is represented by a frequency dependent line connected to a

constant resistance shunted with a constant inductance [20]. A method based on the

approximation of the parameter variations by means of exponentials was developed in the

frequency domain by Oufi, et al. in 1994 [21] and in time domain by Nguyen, et al. in 1997 [22],

both for single-phase lines.

In 1999, Gutiérrez, et al. used the finite differences method known as the Method of

Characteristics to solve the PDE's of a frequency independent NUL [23]. Davila et al. extended

this method in 2002 to consider both frequency and space dependence [24].

In 2001, Mamis and Kóksal presented a single-phase non-uniform line model in the

frequency domain based on the cascaded connection of the chain matrices of uniform line

sections [25]. In 2003, Semlyen presented the NUL problem as a space variant linear system

whose numerical integration yields the chain matrix of an entire NUL [26]. Applying this

technique, Ramirez and Semlyen presented a time domain model for multiphase NUL's with

frequency dependence, based on the concept of traveling waves [27].

Another important problem in transient studies is the effect of lightning induced

overvoltages on transmission systems. The field-to line coupling phenomenon has attracted great

interest over the last few years. The formulations of Taylor [28], Agrawal [29], and Rachidi [30]

represent the three most important approaches for modeling such coupling phenomena.

A straightforward way of solving the multiconductor line equations is by using the Finite

Difference Time Domain method (FDTD) [29, 31-33]. However, in order to analyze complex

electrical circuits with incident field effects, there is a need for models that are suitable for their

incorporation into general purpose circuit simulators. One way to solve this problem was
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adopted by Taylor in 1965 [28] and extended to multiconductor lines by Paul in 1976 [34]. This

method consists in dividing the transmission line in several segments and including voltage and

current sources between contiguous segments. A more practical representation in the frequency

domain, which is based on connecting equivalent lumped voltage and current sources at the line

receiving end, was presented by Paul in 1994 [35] and implemented for non-uniform field excited

single phase lines by Omid et al in 1997 [36]. Regarding time domain methods, a SPICE model

based on decoupling the multiconductor line equations for the lossless case was proposed by

Paul in 1994 [37]. In addition, Khazaka et al. presented in 1998 a method based on complex

frequency hopping for the analysis of field coupling effects in high speed circuits [38]. This

method uses model reduction techniques [39-42]. More recendy, Erdin et al. reported the

development of a SPICE macro-model based on a closed-form rational approximation of the

exponential matrix and on a semi-analytic rational approximation of the involved forcing

functions [43].

1.3 Scope

As presented in the previous sections, a lot of work has been done in order to take into

account the frequency dependence of the parameters of transmission systems, as well as in the

modeling of non-uniform lines and the inclusión of the effect of incident electromagnetic fields

in both time and frequency domains. Some of these research works are quite recent and still in

experimental stage. Therefore, it is still necessary to establish a general methodology to solve

these problems in a straightforward and accurate way.

In this thesis, the methods presented by Mamis et al. [25] and Semlyen [26] to analyze non-

uniform transmission lines in frequency domain are considered and compared. Then, the effect

of incident electromagnetic fields on the non-uniform line is included by means of equivalent

lumped sources, extending the work done in [34] for single phase lines to the case of

multiconductor lines. To obtain the time domain solutions, the Numerical Laplace Transform is

applied. In addition, a new time domain model for analyzing single phase non-uniform

transmission lines with frequency dependent electrical parameters is presented. The model is

based on the Method of Characteristics and the synthesis of an equivalent uniform transmission

line from the chain matrix of a non-uniform line. The frequency and the space dependence of

the electrical parameters of the non-uniform line are introduced into the equivalent uniform line

by means of a transient resistance and a shunt transient conductance.
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2 Non-uniform Lines

2.1 Introduction

When analyzing electromagnetic transients in transmission lines, the computation of

electrical parameters is of crucial importance. In several practical cases, these parameters are

functions not only of frequency, but also of space. This means, the line geometry varíes with its

length. This type of line is known as non-uniform. In the analysis of electromagnetic transients,

such as those due to switching, one can assume the line as uniform and take into account only its

frequency dependence. However, when analyzing fast transients such as those due to lightning or

faults in substation groundings, line non-uniformities can be as important as the frequency

dependence.

The Non-Uniform Line (NUL) problem has been treated in time domain using different

techniques. In well known programs, such as the EMTP or SPICE, modeling of non-uniform

lines is performed, in general, by discretization of the line in a number of segments considered as

uniform lines. Since these programs use the nodal method to obtain the system solution, line

discretization yields a bus admittance matrix of a large order. Besides, the time consumed by the

user to genérate the study case can be considerable, and a modification of the line non-

uniformity may require the reconstruction of the entire case. Finite difference methods represent

other approach to analyze NUL in time domain. Particularly, the Method of Characteristics is

preferred, due to its effectiveness to solve propagation equations of hyperbolic type, such as the

transmission line equations [23, 24]. However, the inclusión of frequency dependence in this

method and the extensión to the multiconductor case are still in an experimental stage.

In this Chapter, two methods for analyzing non-uniform multiconductor transmission lines

in the frequency domain are considered. The first one is based on the cascaded connection of

chain matrices of uniform line segments. In the second method, a space variant linear system is

solved, with the chain matrix elements as system states. To obtain the solution in time domain,

6



the Numerical Laplace Transform (NLT) is applied. Several application examples are analyzed

and comparisons with the ATP/EMTP and with experimental measurements published

elsewhere are provided.

2.2 Solution to the line equations

For a multiphase non-uniform transmission line or cable, the modified Telegrapher's

equations proposed by Radulet, et al., can be expressed as follows [44]:

dv(x,t) _ . . di(jc,n d ',
,. ... .

,

^ =L0(x)-^ +— Jr'(x,/ -r)i(x,t)dT
ox dt dt o

]zLl = CG(x)—K-^ + -íg'(x,t-r)y(x,T)dT
ox dt oto

(2.1a)

(2.1b)

where v(x,t) and i(x,t) are the voltage and current vectors of the line, LG(x) and Cq(x) are the

geometric inductance and capacitance matrices, r'(x,t) and g'(*>0 are the transient series

resistance and shunt conductance matrices, respectively. In the case of overhead transmission

lines, the matrix g'(x,t) can be neglected. Taking this into account and applying the Laplace

transform to (2.1)

™^ = -s[LG(x) +RÍx,s)]l(x,S)
dx

*fef>-^co(,)vM
dx

where R'(^,-s) is the Laplace domain image of r'(^,0 computed as [45]

(2.2a)

(2.2b)

(2.3)

being Ze(x,s) and Zc(x,s) the earth return and conductor impedance matrices, respectively.

From (2.2), the voltage and current propagations along a multiconductor transmission line in the

frequency domain can be described by the following equation:

d_
dx

V(x,s)

l(x,s)

0 -Z(x,s)

-Y(x,s) 0

V(x,sj

I(x,s)
(2.4)

where Z(x,s) and Y(x,í) are the longitudinal impedance and transversal admittance matrices per

unit-length, respectively, computed as

7



Z(x,s) = ZG(x,s) + ZE(x,s) + Zc(x,s) (2.5a)

Y(x,s) = sCG(x) (2.5b)

V(x,.s) and l(x,s) are the voltage and current vectors in the Laplace domain at any point x of the

line, respectively. Matrices Z and Y can be divided into their real and imaginary parts:

Z(x, s) = R(x, s) + sL,(x, s) (2.6a)

Y(x,s) m G(x,s) + sC(x,s) (2.6b)

with R(x,j), h(x,s), C(x,s) and G(jc,í) being the per unit-length resistance, inductance,

capacitance and conductance matrices, respectively. For a short enough transmission line

segment, the coupled first order differential equations defined in (2.4) can be converted to

uncoupled second order equations:

.2

dx2

V(x,s)

l(x,s)

Z(x,s)Y(x,s) 0

0 Y(x,s)Z(x,s)

Y(x,s)

l(x,s)
(2.7)

Solution of system (2.7) is given by

Y(x, s) = exp(- Vx)Cx + exp(*Fx)C2 (2.8a)

l(x, s) = Y0 [exp(-Vx)Cx - exp(Tx)C2 ] (2.8b)

where *F is the phase domain constant propagation matrix of the line segment, defined as

* =mV^M-' (2.9)

M and A, are the eigenvector and eigenvalue matrices of the matrix product Z(x,s)-Y(x,s),

respectively, and Y0 is the characteristic admittance matrix of the line segment, computed as

follows:

Y0=Z(x,sylV (2.10)

Constant voltage vectors C\ and C2 in (2.8) are computed considering a uniform line segment of

length Ax and applying the terminal conditions at x -Ax and x. Evaluating (2.8) at the sending

end (jc -Ax) gives

C, =i[v0(x-Ax,í) + Y0-' l(x-Ax,s)\ (2.11a)

C
2
= \ [V0 (x - Ax, s) - Y~l l(x - Ax, s)\ (2. 1 Ib)
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Finally, substituting, (2.11) in (2.8) and evaluating at the receiving end (x), it yields (in hyperbolic

form)

Y(x,s)

l(x,s)

= <P(Ax,s)
V(x-Ax,s)

I(x
- Ax, s)

(2.12)

where

<í>(Ax,s) =
cosh(«PAx) Y0-'sinh(«PAx)"

YoSinh^Ax) cosh^Ax)
(2.13)

A detailed procedure for the computation of the matrices Z(x,s) and Y(x,s) from the

physical and geometrical parameters of an aerial line is provided in Appendix B.

2.3 Cascaded Connection of Chain Matrices

The 2-port line representation given by 2.12 is known as chain or ABCD matrix and can be

used to construct a model for non-uniform transmission lines (NULs). The procedure consists

of

(a) dividing the non-uniform line in several segments,

(b) computing the chain matrix of each segment, considering them as uniform lines and

(c) putting together all the chain matrices into an equivalent matrix for the whole line.

Dividing process of the line is shown in Fig. 2.1. Each line segment has different electrical

parameters in accordance with the line parameters variation. After dividing the transmission line,

the entire equivalent chain matrix is obtained as the product, in the appropriate order, of the

whole set of chain matrices, as follows:

Y(L,s)

l(L,s)

= ©(*0. <D(/)...<I>0)
V(0,5)

1(0, s)
(2.14)

or in compact form

V(L,s)

l(L,s)
Yy^m+xí)

Y(0,s)

l(0,s)
(2.15)

being L the line length and0('' the chain matrix for the i-th line segment.

9
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Figure 2.1. Cascaded connecnon of chain matrices.

It is evident that the procedure's precisión depends on the number of segments used to

approximate the non-uniform line. A convenient choice of the line segment Ax can be done by

complying with the Courant-Fredrichs-Lewi (CFL) condition [46], which can be expressed as

follows:

Ax>uAr (2.16)

where o is the wave propagation velocity that corresponds to the fastest propagation mode.

2.4 Derivation of the Chain Matrix

An altemative method to analyze non-uniform lines can be obtained from (2.4) and (2.15).

According to these equations, the chain matrix must satisfy the following differential equation

[26]:

d<S>(x,s)

dx

= P<D(x,í), O(0,í) = U (2.17)

where

P =

0 Z(x,s)

Y(x,s) 0
(2.18)

Equation (2.17) defines a space variant linear system whose states are the elements of the

chain matrix. General solution of (2.17) for a uniform line segment is given by

0(x + Ax,j) = exp(PAx)0(x,í) (2.19)

Iterative solution of (2.19) involves the computation of the exponen tial of a matrix. Several

techniques have been proposed to solve this problem [47, 48]. The following are applied in this

work:

10



(a) Taylor Series Expansión.

(b) Modal decomposition.

(c) Padé Approximation.

(d) Sylvester Formula.

2.4.1 Taylor Series Expansión

Equation (2.19) can be expressed as an infinite power series [47, 48], as follows:

0(x + Ax,s) = ^(AxP)'
¿-1 /!
í=o

0(x,s) (2.20)

In order to perform the numerical evaluation of (2.20), the series is approximated with a

finite number of terms. If the first two terms are used, the approximation is equivalent to the

numerical integration of the differential equation by the application of the Euler Method:

<D(x + Ax,í)=(U +AxP)o(x,í) (2.21)

Equation (2.21) is iteratively solved from x
= 0 to x = L-Ax, with initial condition &(0¿s)

defined in (2.17). Similarly, if the first 3 terms of the series are used, the approximation obtained

is equivalent to the Heun Method. The problem of this method is that, in some cases, it presents

numerical oscillations. To avoid this, a damping factor is included [49], obtaining the following

equation:

<&(x +Ax,s) = U +AxP +
(l-q)Ax2P2

2!
<S>(x,s) (2.22)

It can be seen that when a = 0, equation (2.22) becomes the conventional Heun Method,

while when a = 1, Euler Method is obtained. Therefore, a convenient valué of the damping

factor to avoid oscillations is in the range 0
< a < 1 . If more terms are used in the power series

approximation of the matrix exponential, the M-th order Runge Kutta Method is obtained:

0(x + Ax,s) = U + AxP +—P2+--- +— P"
2! «!

<D(x,j) (2.23)
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2.4.2 Modal Decomposition

If P is a diagonalizable matrix, modal decomposition theory can be applied to obtain [47,

48]

P =M/)k/)M;1 (2.24)

where columns of M/> are the eigenvectors of matrix P and Xp is a diagonal matrix whose

elements are the eigenvalues of P. The expression exp(PAx) in (2.19) is solved using the

following property:

f(V) =Mpf(XP)M-pl (2.25)

Therefore, equation (2.19) can be written as

0>(x +Ax,s) =Mp exp(kPAx)Mpl 0(x, s) (2.26)

2.4.3 Padé Approximation

Padé approximation of the exponential function of a matrix P is, by definition, the rational

function [47, 48]

^(P)=[^(P)]_1^(P) (2-27)

Equation (2.27) is equivalent to the power series expansión of exp(P) using terms to the power

m + n. Therefore, its coefficients are determined solving the algebraic equations given by

exp(P) = fJL = Rmn(p)+o(pm^ )= [^(P)]"1 Nmn(¥) + 0(pm+n+1 ) (2.28)
,=o

l •

The solution of (2.28) is given by

AUP) =É/W+w)!"\P' (2.29a)mnV

U{m + n)Hl(m-i)\

^(p)=zr(/:+;;;)!,w!v(-p)' (^
£o (m + n)U\\n-i)\

Choosing m
=

n, the diagonal Padé approximation is obtained. This choice has the advantage

that it yields a higher order approximation with the same amount of computation than the

conventional form. Therefore, in this case

Rmm(^) = [Nmm(-Y)TiNmm(¥) (2.30)
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with

(2m-i)\n
N. ro-IfoW /<=i^p< (2-31)

where the coefficients c, can be computed by means of the following recursive expression:

cf=cM ./f1"1" "'a, c0=1 (2.32)
z(2m + 1 - 1)

2.4.4 Sylvester Formula

Consider the characteristic equation of a matrix P of size nxn [47, 48]

\Al-V\ = (A-AX\A-A2)---(A- A n) = Q (2.33)

being Xi, X2. . . X„ the n eigenvalues of P (all different). The Lagrange interpolation polynomial of

a functionJ(k) is given by

rh)=Y'
\^~^^)'''\^~^t-lK^~^k+\)'''\^~^n) rí^ \

(2 34)
t=l (¿ *~ ^ l)'"V^ *~ ^ Jfc-1 X^ k~ ¿ *+l )"

■

'V- k~ A>
„ )

From (2.30), the Lagrange interpolation polynomial of the matrix P is as follows:

m-*)-ttx?\t~x^~YXt~*fW¿ (235)
k=X\A k~ ^X)'"^ k~ A k-xKA k~ A k*x)'"\/' k~ A n)

and from (2.31), it can be written

/„ \ a(p-a,i)—(p-^4 ,iXp-^*+iI)--(p-^„i) /, .\ „„^

exp(PAx) = 2] 7 Ly-7 í=L-7 ( / M exp(A tAx) (2.36)
*=1 v* *~ ^ J'

" '

V- k~ «"
k-X AA k~ Ák+x)'"\Ak~An)

2.5 Applications

The methods presented in previous sections were vahdated by means of two application

examples. In the first one, a highly non-uniform 3-phase line was analyzed. As second example, a

500 kV transmission tower was modeled using a series of interconnected non-uniform line

segments. Results were compared with ATP/EMTP and experimental measurements published

elsewhere. Simulations with the NLT and ATP were performed on a Pentium® IV PC (1.6 GHz,

128MBofRAM).
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2.5.1 River Crossing

As first application example, a highly non-uniform transmission line is analyzed. The problem

consists of a river crossing 3-phase line, as shown in Fig. 2.2. This example was extracted from

[45]. The line is formed by 3 conductors in horizontal configuration with equal radius of 2.54cm.

Distance between conductors is lOm. A unit step voltage source was connected to the 3 phases

at the sending node, while the receiving end was left open. The results were analyzed when using

the presented techniques. Accuracy and computation efficiency of each method was evaluated

comparing the results with those obtained using Padé approximation and dividing the line in a

large number of segments (600), considering this result as the base solution. Error was computed

as follows:

err =
V2(t)-V(t)

max[viñ
(2.37)

where V(i) is the voltage obtained with the base solution and V2(í) is the approximation applying

one of the following two methods:

1 . Cascaded connection of chain matrices.

2. Derivation of chain matrix.

Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show the computer times (using MATLAB®) needed to obtain errors

smaller than 0.1 and 0.05. Besides, the number of line segments required by each method to

obtain the indicated errors is listed. For this evaluation, 256 samples and an observation time of

25us were used. Complying with (2.16), the number of uniform line segments in cascade

connection used for the simulation with the NLT was 18. The simulation in the ATP was done

using 18 uniform transmission lines. In order to take into account the frequency dependence of

the electrical parameters of each line in the ATP simulation, the J. Marti model was used [6]. Fig.

2.3 shows the voltage at phase B of the receiving node as obtained with both programs.

Figure 2.2. River crossing profile.
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Table 2.1. Results ofMethod 1.

err < 0.1 err < 0.05

Computer
time (scc)

Segments
Computer
time (see)

Segments

Cascaded Connection 6.64 18 6.64 18

Table 2.2. Results ofMethod 2.

err< 0.1 err < 0.05

Computer
time (see)

Segments
Computer
time (see)

Segments

Euler 115.18 670 356.79 2050

Heun 39.49 180 9920 440

Runge Kutta IV 32.52 75 37.52 85

Runge FCutta VI 28.18 35 52.29 65

Modal Decomposition 16.54 35 27.24 65

Padé Aprox. 10.44 35 19.50 65

Lagrange - Sylvester 33.01 35 62.45 65

Using the ATP this case took 3.45 seconds. It should be mentioned that an additional 2.66

seconds for each line segment was required by the J. Martí fitting routine (a total of 2.66x18

seconds). The complete simulation with the NLT MATLAB® program took 6.64 seconds. It

should also be stressed that the presented computer times may not be direedy compared since

they correspond to different platforms.

The example was repeated including 2 ground wires separated 10 m from each other and

located 5 m above the phase conductors (radius = 1.25cm, resistivity
= 2xl07Q-m, relative

permeability
= 1000). Results using frequency dependent electrical parameters and constant

electrical parameters are shown in Fig. 2.4. As seen in the figure, several spikes arise when

frequency dependence is not included in the simulation. Computer times when using frequency

dependent parameters were very cióse to those of constant parameters, with difference of about

2%. This is because most of the computation time is mainly consumed by the total chain matrix

calculation.
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Figure 2.3. Voltage at phase B of the receiving node.
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Figure 2.4. Voltage at phase B of the receiving node.
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2.5.2 Tower Model UsingNon-uniform Lines

As second application example, an experiment reported in [20] was simulated. In this

experiment, measurements on a 500kV transmission tower were performed. A rectangular

current pulse, with a rise time of 20r\s and duration of 4us, was injected to one of the tower arms

through a coaxial cable. In [20] the actual waveform of the source output was not reported; a

measurement of the current flowing into the top of the tower was provided instead. Therefore,

16



the simulation was performed injecting at the top of the tower the current waveform shown in

Fig. 2.5. A schematic of the tower with its main dimensions is shown in Fig. 2.6a. The tower

model was constructed with a series of interconnected non-uniform transmission line segments,

as presented in Fig. 2.6b. The horizontal lines were modeled as a connection of several uniform

segments, whose electrical parameters can be calculated from the well known formulas detailed

on Appendix B. On the other hand, electrical parameters of the vertical lines were calculated

with the formulas proposed by Gutiérrez et al. [50]. The tower data necessary for the simulation

is listed in Table 2.3. The connection of the tower to ground was made using a lumped

impedance of 17Q. In Fig. 2.7, a comparison of the measured voltage waveform at the injection

point of the tower with the calculated waveform is presented. The simulation of this case with

the NLT program took 2.45 seconds.

2.6 Conclusions

Two methods for analyzing electromagnetic transients in non-uniform multiconductor

transmission lines using the Numerical Laplace Transform have been presented and compared.

From the results, it can be concluded that the cascaded connection method is more efficient than

the chain matrix derivation in accuracy and computer time. The examples reveal a high

effectiveness of the methods to reproduce practical cases with different non-uniformity

conditions, showing a very good agreement with the ATP/EMTP and experimental results. The

differences in the waveforms of Figs. 2.4 stress the importance of including frequency dependent

effects in some cases of transient analysis of short non-uniform lines.

4
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Figure 2.5. Waveform of the current source injected to the tower.
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Figure 2.6. (a) Transmission tower. (b) Tower representation with non-uniform line segments.
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Figure 2.7. Voltage at the injection point of the tower..

Table 2.3. Tower Data

Material Iron

Resistivity 9.09xl07Q-m

Magnetic Permeability 47txl04H/m

Ground Resistivity 30Q-m
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Main structure.

Number of columns 4

Column equivalent radius 0.1 m

Max. distance between columns 10.7 m

Min. distance between columns 3.5 m.

Tower Arms

Number of columns 4

Column equivalent radius 0.05 m

Max. distance between columns 3.5 m

Min. distance between columns 0.0 m

Arm length (phase) 7.5 m

Arm length (ground wire) 8.5 m
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3 Field Excited Lines

3.1 Introduction

One of the most important aspects in transient studies is the response of transmission lines

excited by incident electromagnetic fields. These fields can be produced by distant sources such

as transmitters, lightning discharges and an electromagnetic pulse (EMP) or by nearby sources

such as arching at relay contacts and other radiating structures. The determination of currents

and voltages induced at the line termináis is essential to these studies. Taylor et al. [28] applied a

quasi-TEM approach to the study of field coupling to a two-wire line. With this approach, the

main propagation mode of the line is the transverse electromagnetic where the electric and

magnetic fields surrounding the line lie solely in the transverse plañe orthogonal to the line axis.

This condition is equivalent to assume that the cross-sectional dimensions of the line are much

smaller than a wavelength of the external wave. Taylor's approach was extended to

multiconductor transmission lines by Paul [34]. In their formulation, the transmission line

equations are expressed in terms of line total currents and voltages with the effect of the external

field represented by means of distributed voltage and current sources along the line. A more

practical representation in the frequency domain has been adopted in [35], in which the

contribution of the external field is included by connecting equivalent lumped voltage and

current sources at the receiving end of the line.

In this Chapter, the approach presented in [36] for non-uniform field excited single phase

line is extended to the case of multiconductor lines, using the non-uniform line model of

cascaded connection of chain matrices, discussed in Chapter 2, and including the effect of

incident electromagnetic fields by means of lumped sources. Again, the solution in time domain

is obtained applying the Numerical Laplace Transform (NLT) and comparisons with

ATP/EMTP results are provided.
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3.2 Incident Field Representation

Using Taylor's formulation of distributed sources along the line, a field excited non-

uniform line model can be obtained by means of the cascaded connection of uniform line

segments. The resultant model includes the effect of external fields using only lumped voltage

and current sources connected at the receiving end of the line. This technique produces an

important simplification in the study of the field excited line phenomenon, without loosing

accuracy.

3.2.1 Distributed Sources

Consider a multiconductor line excited by an incident electromagnetic field. To include the

effects of this field, the line propagation equations defined in (2.1) can be modified as follows:

(3.1)

where

d Y(x,s) 0 -Z \(x,s)
4-
YF(x,s)

dx _!(*,*). -Y 0 l(x,s)
nr

lF(x,s)

YF(x,s) = s t *•+ (3.2a)

lF(x,s) = -Y f M> (3.2b)

In (3.2a) and (3.2b), h¡ refers to the height of the z-th conductor, Bz is the incident

magnetic field in the z direction and E^ is the incident electric field in the y direction, according

to the coordínate system shown in Fig. 3.1. Using the matrix exponential function, solution of

(3.1) for a short line segment of length Ax can be written as

Y'(x,s)

l'(x,s)

= <D(Ac, s)
Y(x
- Ax, s)

l(x-Ax,s)
+ J ®(X-T,S)

yF(r,s)

lF(r,s)_
dr (3.3)

Illustration of Eq. (3.3) is shown in Fig. 3.2.. If the line segment is electrically short, the integral

of (3.3) can be approximated as follows:

x

| 0(x-r,í)
yF(v,s)

1f(t,s)
dr =

YF(x,s)Ax

lF(x,s)Ax
(3.4)
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3.2.2 Lumped Sources

Comparing Eqs. (3.3) and (2.8), it can be seen that the inclusión of incident fields modifies

the line representation by the addition of the distributed sources vector corresponding to each

segment. The complete line representation can be obtained by adding this vector at each step of

the cascaded connection defined in (2.11). This gives

Y'(L,s)

ir (L,S)]
TI*

(M+X-i) Y(0,sj

1(0, s)

V^(Z,j)

I„.(Z,,s)
(3.5)

where

V„-(¿,5)

L1 „•(£.*).

m
—

i

-I
i=i

no
(M-n) YF (iAx, s)Ax

IF(iAx,s)Ax
(3.6)

When Ax -> 0, Eq. (3.6) becomes

V^(Z,5)

lpr^s) 0J LM*.*).
dx (3.7)

Figure 3.1. Field excited NUL configuration

I(x-Ax,s) l(x,s) YF(x,s)Ax I'(svs)

f~V

a>(')

, f""V> n

+

\(x-Ax,s)

o

+

V(x,j) Q

{J) 0

)l,(x,s)A* V'(x,j)

Figure 3.2. Representation of a field excited line segment
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From Eq. (3.5) and (3.7), it is noticed that the incident fields add a convolution term to the

cascaded connection of chain matrices. This is, the incident field excitation of the NUL can be

approximated through the inclusión of the lumped sources \ft(L,s) and IniL.s) at point x
= L

of the unexcited line, as shown in Fig. 3.3. Equation (3.5) can also be expressed in nodal form as

1(0, s)

r(L)s)-lFT(L,s)

lss

-Y,
■T v((

JrM-
V(0,j)

Vff(I,í)

where

Yss=Or2,<D11

Yffl=-*1"2=*22*r2*ll-®21

Y»-*»*»

and

O,, «D

O,, O,

12

22 J L '=1

M

no
(M+X-i)

(3.8)

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

(3.9c)

(3.10)

3.2.3 Modified Nodal Analysis

In Eq. (3.8), 1(0,^), l(L,s), Yft(L,s) and Ipt{L,s) are known vectors, while V(0,í) and

\(L,s) are unknown. Therefore, solving this equation implies a series of algebraic manipulations.

An altemative way to represent the inclusión of the equivalent sources Yfrj{L,s) and lpr(L,s) is

through the application of the Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) [55]. This method, unlike the

conventional nodal method, allows the direct insertion of ideal voltage sources.

Figure 3.4 shows the application of the MNA for a multiconductor transmission line with

incident field excitation. The modified nodal representation, according to Figs. 3.4(b) and 3.4(c),

is as follows:

(3.11)

0 Y + Y
1ss

T
*-s

_ Y
lSR 0 0

FT
_ Y

*SR
Y
lRR 0 u

0 0 0 Y¿ -u

7
FT 0 u -u 0 '

FT

where Y$s, Ysr and Y^ are defined by (3.9); Vi, V2 and V3 are voltage vectors for the nodes

indicated by their subscripts; J/rj- is the vector of currents flowing through the ideal voltage
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source vector Y/rj, Ys and Y¿ are the source and load admittance matrices, as shown in Fig. 3.4.

Notice that (3.11) complies with

(3.12)V =V -V¥
FT T2 '3

3.3 Applications

Simulation of two application examples was performed. First, a 3-phase distribution line

excited by an electromagnetic field propagating in the —y direction was analyzed. Then, the same

line was excited by a field propagating in the x direction. Results were compared with those

obtained using ATP/EMTP. Simulations were conducted using the same PC of section 2.5.

YFT(L,s) I'CL,*)

V(L,s) (T) !„(!,,*) \'(L,s)

Figure 3.3. Field excited line representation through equivalent sources.

i
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i
(a) Nodal representation

I~^L
Y^-Y*

I i
0

I 1

O-i-
1

i
*■<& '-co

(b) Modified nodal representation (c) Artificial node

Figure 3.4. Representation of a transmission line with incident field excitation through MNA.
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3.3.1 Field excited Distribution Line with Propagation in the -y Direction

A 3-phase line of lOOm excited by a plañe wave propagating in the -y direction is

presented, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The only field components with non-zero valué are Bz and E*.

Therefore, from (3.2b), If(x,s)
= 0, while the elements of the series voltage source Yf(x,s) are

determined as follows:

VFi(x,s) =hi(x)F(s) (3.13)

where F(s) is the Laplace transform of a uniform linear double ramp [l(V/m)/10T|s/90r|s] and

h,{x) is a function that represents the height variations due to sagging of the z'-th conductor. The

line máximum and mínimum heights are lOm and 5m, respectively. The 3 phases are connected

to resistances of 523fi at both ends. Distance between phases is 0.3 m. Results obtained when

applying the proposed technique were compared with EMTP/ATP, using the J. Marti line model

[6]. In both cases, the line was divided in 20 equal segments. Fig. 3.5 shows the induced voltages

at ends A and B of the central conductor of the line. For this case, the simulation with the ATP

took 5.76 seconds plus 2.66x20 required for the J. Martí fitting routine. The complete simulation

with the NLT program took 8.34 seconds. This example was repeated including one neutral wire

located 1.8m below the central phase (radius = 1.25cm, resistivity = 2xl07Q-m, relative

permeability
=

1000). Results using frequency dependent electrical parameters and constant

electrical parameters are shown in Fig. 3.6. Although both waveforms are very similar, the

difference is readily seen. As in example 2.5.1, computer times when using frequency dependent

parameters were very cióse to those of constant parameters.
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Figure 3.5. Induced voltages at the ends of the line central conductor.
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Figure 3.6. Induced voltages at the ends of the line central conductor

(including a neutral wire below phase conductors).

3.3.2 Incident Field with Propagation in the x Direction

The same line of section 3.3.1 is now excited by a plañe wave propagating in the x

direction. Vf(x,s) is determined as in the previous example, while If(x,s) is computed using

(3.2b). Fig. 3.7 shows the induced voltages at ends A and B of the central conductor, computed

with the NLT program.
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Figure 3.7. Induced voltages at the ends of the line central conductor.
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3.4 Conclusions

A method for analyzing electromagnetic transients in field excited non-uniform

multiconductor transmission lines using the Numerical Laplace Transform has been presented.
The examples reveal a high agreement with the ATP/EMTP results. As in Chapter 2, the

rmportance of including frequency dependence of the line parameters has been analyzed. The

amplitude difference of the waveforms shown in Fig. 3.6 with and without including frequency

dependent effects could be of importance for the design and coordination of line protections.
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4 Time Domain Analysis of Non-uniform

Lines

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, a frequency domain model for non-uniform lines has been presented. It has

been shown that the inclusión of frequency dependence in the line electrical parameters is a

straightforward process in this domain. In the other hand, the inclusión of these effects in time

domain adds considerable complications to the general, time domain solution of the

transmission line equations.

In this Chapter, a new time domain model for single phase non-uniform transmission lines

with frequency dependent electrical parameters is presented. The proposed model is based on

synthesizing an equivalent uniform transmission line from the chain matrix of the NUL. The

frequency and the space dependence of the electrical parameters of the NUL are introduced into

the equivalent uniform line model by means of a transient resistance and a transient

conductance. The resulting modified transmission line equations are solved by using the Method

of Characteristics.

The Method of Characteristics, one of several finite difference methods, has been used

successfully in calculating transients on lines with non-uniformities and nonlinear effects, due to

its effectiveness in solving propagation equations of hyperbolic type, such as the transmission

line equations [23, 24]. It has been reported that this method does not present the numerical

oscillations that are very common in finite difference methods [51-54]. In this thesis, a new

single-interior point procedure for this method is presented.

Results obtained with the proposed method are compared with those obtained with the

Numerical Laplace Transform method.
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4.2 Transient Parameters of a Non-uniform Line

Consider the 2-port model for non-uniform transmission lines defined in (2.11). For a

single phase line, this model can be written as follows:

V(L,s)

I(L,s) ií 1/(0,5)J [021 O22l/(0,í)_
(4.1)

where V(0,s) and l(0,s) are the voltage and current in the Laplace domain at point x
= 0 of the

line, respectively, while V(L,s) and I(L,s) are the analogous valúes at point x
= L. For a

symmetrical non-uniform line (non-uniformities are symmetric with respect to the center of the

line), the valúes of <Dn, cj>12, 02i and <D22 of Eq. (4.1) can be defined as

<S>xx=cosh(ynuL)

<&xl=-—-srnh(ynuL)
'

O.nu

<t>2x=Y0,nusmki(ynuL)

*22=*n

(4.2a)

(4.2b)

(4.2c)

(4.2d)

being y„u the propagation constant and Y^ the characteristic admittance corresponding to the

complete non-uniform line. These valúes are defined by the following equations:

I nu V nu m

■*0,nu

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

where Znu and Ynu are the longitudinal impedance and transversal admittance of the complete

non-uniform line, respectively. From (4.2b) and (4.2c), the following equality can be found:

Solving (4.4) for Y0/lu it yields

Y O =^L
¿O.nu^Xl

y
*0,nu

(4.4)

Y = ^ (4.5)

and solving (4.2a) or (4.2d) for ym
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í nu

arceoshK) arceosh(022)
(4.6)

In the other hand, from (4.3a) and (4.3b)

¿m
~

Tnu ' ■'O.i

Y =r Y
nu i nu 0,nu

(4.7a)

(4.7b)

However, a non symmetrical line such as the one shown in Fig. 2.2 does not comply with the

equality expressed in (4.2d) because of its bi-directional nature. Thus, when analyzing this type of

line, if the left hand side of the line is the source side and the right hand side is the load side, the

propagation constant is computed from (4.2a). Otherwise, this constant is computed from (4.2d).

Finally, a uniform line model equivalent to the non-uniform line is proposed:

d_
dx

V(x,s)

I(x,s)

0

-Y.. 0

V(x,s)

I(x,s)
(4.8)

with Z„u and Y„u computed from the elements of the chain matrix of the complete non-uniform

line. These terms can be expressed as

Z„u=R'(s) + sLG

Ynu=G'(s) + sCG

(4.9a)

(4.9b)

where R'(s) and G'(s) represent the transient longitudinal resistance and shunt conductance of

the line, while LG and CG are the geometric inductance and capacitance computed at a mean

valué of the line non-uniformity, respectively. From (4.9), the transient electrical parameters are

given by

R'(s) = Zmls-LG (4.10a)

G'(s) = Ynu/s-CG (4.10b)

As explained in the next sections, these valúes can be included in time domain analysis by means

of recursive convolutions using rational approximations.

4.3 Telegrapher Equations in Time Domain

The Telegrapher Equations of a single phase transmission line, including frequency

dependence of the line electrical parameters, are defined as follows [44]:
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S+'.M'J''*-')*)*-0 (4Ua)
dx

"

dt dt

^- + CG^ + ^'\g'(t-T)v(T)dT = 0 (4.11b)
ax dt dt *

where r'(t) and g(i) are the time domain versions of (4.10a) and (4.10b), respectively. If R'(s)

and G'(s) are synthesized using rational functions and applying the Leibnitz's rule [24], the line

equations can be expressed as follows:

—+D— +Rj+y/ = 0 (4.12a)
dx dt

x

— + E— + Gxv + 0 = O (4.12b)
dx dt

where

¥
= -Í>,j», \ypÁ'-r) i(r)dr (4.13a)

í=i

* = "É "Wi JV'*"0 v(T)rfr (4.13b)
¿=i

**=2>p C,=I>, (4.13c), (4.13d)
í=0 í=0

D = km+LG, E =

mm + CG (4.13e),(4.13f)

Besides, &, and p¡ are the poles and residues of the rational approximation ofR'(s), while m¡ and

«7, are the poles and residues of the rational approximation ofG'(s), respectively. These poles and

residues are computed using the technique known as Vector Fitting [8].

4.4 Method ofCharacteristics

Equations (4.12a) and (4.12b) can be represented as a 2x2 set of first order partial

differential equations [56]:

—U + A—U + BU +W = 0 (4.14)
dx dt
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where

V "0 D
u =

i
,

A =

E 0
>

"0 R

'

¥
B =

X

,
W =

P* °. A

The eigenvalues ofA are given by

and the eigenvectors are given by

A
, 2= ±y/DE

1 7

" '

1 1

M,=
W

>
M„ =

L

1 —

Z,,,
* K

7r ~Yw_

where

Zw = Vi' I E , Yw = Zjp

Left multiplying (4.12a) and (4.12b) times M¿, as defined in (4.17a), yields

(4.15a), (4.15b),

(4.15c), (4. 15d)

(4.16)

(4.17a), (4.17b)

(4.18a), (4.18b)

(Sv Si
n .

— + D— + Rr i + w
dx dt

x

— + D— + Rt i + w

dx dt

+ Zn
di „3v _

— + E— + GTv + .

dx dt

di „dv
— + E— + G,v + (

dx dt

(4.19)

Regrouping (4.19) and applying (4.16) and (4.18a)

íd
a d)

— + AX
—

dx dt
t

v + Za — + AX
— i + Rx i + ZwGxv + y/ + Zw<j>

dx dt )

— + A2
^dx dt

t

v-Z„ — + A,—
dx

2

dt
i +Rxi-ZwGxv + y/-Z„

(4.20)

Along the characteristic curves defined by A = + dtldx, the following equivalence can be applied:

+ A,
d )

<=> — and
dxdx 'dt)

Finally, using (4.21) in (4.20), it can be written

+ A.
d )

dx ¿dt) dx
(4.21a), (4.21b)
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dv + Zwdi + Rxidx + ZwGxvdx + (y/ + Zwtj>)dx
dv - Zwdi + Rxidx-Zw Gx vdx + (^ -Z^)í£c

(4.22)

4.5 Numerical Solution

In order to deal with the convolution terms of Eq. (4.22), these terms are numerically

solved using backward Euler rule when the poles and residues are real and central differences

rule when the poles and residues are complex pairs, as detailed in section 4.5.1. Complete

numerical solution of Eq. (4.22) is found applying finite differences, as explained in sections

4.5.2 and 4.5.3.

4.5.1 Numerical Treatment of the Recursive Convolutions

4.5.1.1 RealPoles andResidues

If^(s) is the Laplace domain spectrum of the recursive convolution y/given in (4.13a), the

rational approximation oíx¥(s) is given by the following expression:

N,

w i - 1 n \¥(s) = -f>f, i = \,2,...,Nx (4.23)

where Nx is the order of the approximation. For real poles and residues

V1=hP^l(s)

Equation (4.24) can be written as

or in time domain

S + p¡

s%+P¡%=k¡Pll(s)

-~

+ Piyi=kiPii(t)

Applying backward Euler rule to Eq. (4.26)

¥i,n+x
=

At

\ + PiAt

r i,n t

-T7
+ kiPiln+x

At

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

with y/in denoting ^¡/„a/;- According to (4.23), the total convolution can be expressed as follows:
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¥*+x =-¿y»+i =-£
1=1 1=1

A A/
r"

and similarly for <f>

Tn+X Zmjri,n+X
~

i=l

being N2 the order of the approximation.

m 1 + P,A/

ft AZ '

^- + kiPii„+xAt
(4.28)

-í
wl + ?,AZ

_±1

AZ
+ «i?/VB+1 (4.29)

4.5.1.2 ComplexPoles andResidues

If the rational approximation of ^(s) is computed using complex pairs of poles and

residues, Eq. (4.24) is modified as follows:

(

¥.=
*,/>,

+
Kp'í

^

s + P, s + P¡
I(s) (4.30)

which is equivalent to

¥,=
í q,.5+¿,.c,. i

7(5)

where

at^ktpt-¥k'tp't

b¡ = p, p\

c, =ki + ki

d¡=Pi + Pi

(4.31)

(4.32a)

(4.32b)

(4.32c)

(4.32d)

The coefficients a¡, b¡, c, and d¡ defined in (4.32) are always real. Eq. (4.31) can be written as

or in time domain

s
2

% + d, s% + b¡ % =

a,, s I(s) + b, c, I(s)

d y/¡ dy/, di(t) . ./ ^
—

r5- + d¡ .

+ b¡ ¥¡ - a¡
—— + b¡ c, i(t)

dt2
'

dt
,r' '

dt
' ' w

(4.33)

(4.34)
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Applying the central differences rule to (4.34) and in accordance to (4.23), the total convolution

is expressed as follows:

^+i=-£-
AZ

txJ\ + diAt/2

and similarly for <f>

é - Y
A'

fm"
"

tri+/,1.AZ/2

where

1L(in+x-in-x)+biciAtin +
^.fl(2-6/.A/2)-^,n.1(l-í/,.A//2)'

Ai
(4.35)

J(vn+1-vn_,)+y;gIAzvB +
(í/,„(2-/;.Ar2)-(í,B.1(l-/I/A//2y

At

e¡ -miqi+miqi

f¡ = Qi q'

g¡
=

m¡ + m]

hi=q¡ + q]

(4.36)

(4.37a)

(4.37b)

(4.37c)

(4.37d)

4.5.2 Internal Points

A numerical form of (4.22) can be found using finite differences:

Av + Z^Az + Rx iAx + Zw Gx vAx + (y/ + Zw<f)Ax
Av - Z^Az + Rx iAx

-

Zw Gx vAx + (y/ - Zw<f)Ax
(4.38)

Supposing that v and i are known valúes at points Q and Q' of Fig. 4.1, the solution can be

extended to point P as follows:

(vp-Vg)+Z^(/f-^)+^^(//,+Zg.)+Z','^AX(v/>+Ve,)+y(^+^e.)+^— {<t>P+0Q-)=O

(4.39a)

ZwGx Ax ¡

T

RyAx, Zw GYAx : Ax, ZwAx ,

(v/»-ve)-Z(y(//,-/e)—^— (íP+íQ)+
w

2X (vp+vQ)-—(y/P+y/Q)+^-(4>P+<f>Q)=0
(4.39b)

Rearranging (4.39)

Ax, Zn, Ax,

Gxvp+Z,ip-G2VQ. -Z2iQ. +—{¥? +¥Q')+-^-(^p+^q')
= 0 (4.40a)
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where

Figure 4.1. Characteristics grid - Internal points.

Ax, Z„,Ax,
Gxvp-Zxip -G2VQ +Z2iQ

-—(ysp +y,Q)+-J<L— (¿P+4Q)=Q (4.40b)

G |
ZwGxAx ZwGxAx

1

2
2

2

7 -7 ,
Rxte

7 _7 g^X
Ji
~

^w

(4.41a), (4.41b)

(4. 41c), (4.41d)

Addition of (4.40a) and (4.40b) yields

Ax, Z„, Ax,
2G, vp

-

G2 (ve. + ve)- Z2 (zfi, - ze)+ —(y/Q. -y/Q)+ -*—fa p+ </> g,+ fg)= 0 (4.42)

while the subtraction of the same equations gives

Ax, Zw Ax,

22, i„ -G2 (vg, -ve)-Z2 (ze. +/G)+y (ty, +^e. +¥o)+^Y~ (K'~<I>q)= ° <4-43)

4.5.2.1 Computation ofvp andip with RealPoles andResidues

The voltage at point P can be computed from Eq. (4.42):

1

2G,

Ax, Zw Ax,

G2(vg.+Vg)+Z2(/g,-Zg)-y(jZ/g.-^g)
—Z—(2tP+jff+fQ) (4.44)

However, according to (4.29), fo is a function of vP:
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A to
'

hi+iAt
-r-

+miqivp
yAt

(4.45)

Henee, the following expression is defined instead of (4.44):

2G,

Zw Ax,
G2 (ve- + ve )+ Z2 (ze. - ie )-— (y/ff - y/Q )—*L_ (ty> ¿ g.+ ¿ 0 ) (4.46)

where ^ p
and G, are given by

GX=GX-
Z^AxAzA rn, 9(.f3L

«l + í/Aí

(4.47a)

(4.47b)

The current at point P, iP, can be obtained from Eq. (4.43). Since now y/P is a function of

ip, this current is computed as

1
zP =

2Z,

Zm Ax,
G2 (vg. -vG)+Z2 (/g, +/e)-— (2^ +^g, +^g) *—{0e-tQ) (4.48)

where and y/p and Z, are given by

¥p=~¿Z
¥í„

Z,=Z, -

tí 1 + P¡to

AxAíA kiP¡
~

ti l + P<to

(4.49a)

(4.49b)

4.5.2.2 Computation ofvp andip with ComplexPoles andResidues

If (¡)p is computed from (4.36) with complex poles and zeros, this convolution term is a

function not only of vP, but also of vR and vP<

¿,,(2-/,A/2 )-*,.,. (l-A,A//2)"_^ Az_

tn+A,.AAZ/2
Tta -*>)+/. ár/Afv.+

■

AZ
(4.50)

Similarly, if y/p is computed from (4.35) with complex poles and zeros, this term is a function of

iP, in and l>':
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A AZ

¥p =-/

tfi+d,to/:

a,

j(ip-ir)+°ic¡AtiR
+

y/UR (2 - ¿>zA/2)-^r(l-¿,Az/2y
AZ

(4.51)

Therefore, vP is computed from Eq. (4.42) as

v„ =

2G,

Zw Ax,
-G\ v. - G\ v,, + G2 (vG. + ve )+ Z2 (/g, - zG )-—(y/Q. - y/Q )—^

>P+tpQ.+ 4>0i

(4.52)

while iP is computed from Eq. (4.43) as

1

2Z,

-

ZJR
~

Z3iP- + G2 (vg, - ve )+ Z2 (zG. + ze )-yfa 'p+ y/Q, + y/Q ) y-fe-
-

tQ ) I

where

*-£^<í,J?(2-y;.A/2)-^.(i-A1.A//2)

g; = g, -

l + /i,.Az72

ZwAxAt& e,

2 tx2 + h¡At

G2 =-Zw Axto :f fiSi

tí\+h¡toi:

G3 =Z„, AxAZ2J
^2 + ^A/

¡Xy/^fabi &2)-¥i,r- {l-^to/2)

z; = z,

l + í/,.AZ/2

AxAzA a,.

2 ti^ + ^.AZ

o. c,
z:=-axaz2v

6|C>
2

t;i+í/,.Az/

A a.

Z,=AxAzT ¡
3

^2 + dM

(4.53)

(4.54a)

(4.54b)

(4.54c)

(4.54d)

(4.54e)

(4.54f)

(4.54g)

(4.54h)
i=l
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4.5.3 Boundary Points

For the source boundary point S (x
= 0), as shown in Fig. 4.2(a), the application of an ideal

voltage source vs =ffy is considered. In this case, Eq. (4.40b) is modified as follows:

Zw Ax,
Gxvs -Zxis -G2VQ +Z2iQ ~—(y/s +¥o)+^—{0s+tQ)=o (4.55)

For the load boundary point L (x
= L), as shown in Fig. 4.2(b), the connection of a

resistive load Rl is considered. This yields

R,
(4.56)

Applying (4.56), Eq. (4.40a) is modified as follows:

Z^Ax,

GxvL+Zx^-G2VQ. -Z2iQ. +^{y/L +^g,)-r.^L_(¿i+j!}g,)=0 (4.57)

4.5.3.1 Computation of is andvL with RealPoles andResidues

The current at the source boundary point S, is, can be computed from Eq. (4.55).

However, similarly to the internal points, y/s is a function of is, thus, this current is computed as

1 Zw Ax,

Gxvs-G2VQ+Z2iQ~(¥s+¥Q)+-y- its+to)

where Z, is computed from (4.49b) and y/s is given by

(4.58)

\t
L

> :

At

. 1 QÍ> R'

L'

U-
Ax

X

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2. Characteristics grid: (a) source boundary, (b) load boundary.
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¥s
ári+/

R

Plto
(4.59)

The voltage at the load boundary point L, v¿, can be computed from Eq. (4.57). But in this

case i^l and <¡>u are both functions of v¿ and the computation of this voltage is done through the

following equation:

Rl Ax ¡

■"■/q:
•

"i'q ~y
G,Vn, +Z-Jn --(y/-L+y/Q)-±^L^L+<l>Q)

GXRL+ZX

where G, is computed from (4.47b) while y/L and <¡> L are given by

tri+^Az

tfl + tf.AZ

(4.60)

(4.61a)

(4.61b)

4.5.3.2 Computation of is andv¿ with ComplexPoles andResidues

At the source boundary point S, the convolution term y/s is a function of is, Ír and (y; thus,

the current at this point is computed from (4.55) as follows:

i
.

Z2iR + Z3is Za, AX,
+Gxvs-G2V0+Z2i0-—(y/'s+y/Q)+-^-^s+</,Q) (4.62)

where Z,, Z2 and Z3 are computed from (4.54f), (4.54g) and (4.54h), respectively, and

Ay/¡¡R(2-bito2)-y/,s. (l-rf,A//2)
¥s:-l'

l + d!to/2
(4.63)

At the final boundary point L, the convolution terms y/L and <¡>l are both functions of v¿,

vR< and vv . Again, the voltage is computed from (4.56) as follows:

_
^

GXRL+ZX

(G2RL+Z^ [g\Rl+z'A-vK
{ 2RL j

~VL

{ 2*l 1
Zu,Axi ,.

+ G2Vg +Z2iQ ~—Wi +¥q)—*¿-(¿i++o)
(4.64)

where G, , G2 and G3 are computed from (4.54b), (4.54c) and (4.54d), respectively, and
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m J^i¡R.(2-bito2)-y/tA-dAtl2)Yl

tí l + d,to/2

m

A </>ltR\2-ftAt2)-<l,UL. (!-/»,. Af/2)
=—i 1 _i_ A A//T
tí* l + /,;Aí72

4.5.4 Applications

The method proposed in this section was validated by means of 3 application examples.

First, a symmetrical sagging between 2 towers was analyzed. As second example, an

unsymmetrical sagging, consisting of the same river crossing line presented in Chapter 2 was

presented. Finally, a machine winding was modeled by means of transmission line segments.

Results were compared with those obtained with the NLT method.

4.5.4.1 SaggingBetween Towers

A single-phase line 600m long with a sagging between towers is analyzed. The line

máximum and mínimum heights are 28m at the towers and 8m at the middle span. A unit step

voltage source is connected to the sending node, while the receiving node is left open. Fig. 4.3

shows the voltage at the receiving end of the line, comparing the results obtained with the

Numerical Laplace Transform and the Method of Characteristics. Results when the line presents

no sagging (UL) are also included. Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 show a comparison of frequency spectrums

of the transient resistance and conductance of the NUL, computed using Eqs. (4.10a) and

(4.10b), against those spectrums obtained with the Vector Fitting technique. In Fig 4.5, the

transient conductance is zero for the uniform line.

4.5.4.2 River Crossing

As second application example, a single-phase line with an unsymmetrical sagging,

consisting of the same river crossing line of section 2.5.1, is analyzed. In this case, the right hand

side of the line is connected to a unit step voltage source while the left hand side is left open.

The voltage waveform at this side is shown in Fig. 4.6. A comparison between the exact

frequency spectrums of the transient resistance and conductance of the NUL and those obtained

with the Vector Fitting technique is shown in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8.
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Figure 4.3. Voltage at the receiving end of the line.
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Figure 4.4. Transient resistance for the sagging between towers (in ohms).
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Figure 4.5. Transient conductance for the sagging beteewn towers (in Siemens).
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Figure 4.6. Voltage at the left hand side of the river crossing profile.
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Figure 4.7. Transient resistance for the river crossing (in Ohms).
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Figure 4.8. Transient conductance for the river crossing (in Siemens).
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4.5.4.3 Machine Winding (Single Coil)

A machine winding is modeled using 6 transmission line segments, as shown in figure 4.9.

The coil electrical parameters are computed according to [57] and the data listed in Table 4.1.

Chain matrices of all segments are computed and connected in cascade to get an equivalent
matrix for the complete winding. A unit step voltage source is connected to node A, while node

B is left open. Figure 4.10 shows the voltage waveform at node B.

sbt

sbt

Figure 4.9. Winding representation using line segments.
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••

\ <

\ \
fi

\ (^
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V«b

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12

Time (microsec)

Figure 4.10. Voltage at node B of the winding.
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Figure 4.11. Transient resistance for the machine winding (in Ohms).
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Figure 4.12. Transient conductance for the machine winding (in Siemens).

Table 4.1. Winding¡Data

Slot width 0.75m

Slot material Iron

Turn área 3x9 mm

Turn length 3.8 m

Slot length 0.75 m

Overhang length 1.15 m

Conductor material Cupper
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For this example, the numerical solution of the convolutions applying central differences

presented oscillations. Thus, Gear 2nd order method was used instead. Equations (4.35) and

(4.36) were replaced by the following:

"íWA.AA, /,. . v 2y/j5 + 2dlto)-y/itn_x(S+dlto)+2¥i„
—7 (ia¡ + bt c¡ At)inJ.,

-

a¡ I4Z.
-

z„ , IH
!

£f4+3rf,.Az + 2¿>1.AZ2|_V
' ' ' Jn+l ,V ' nV

At

(4.66)

A AZ

¥*+x=-¿ir/

At

txJ4+3hiAt + 2fiAt2
"fc ♦/.*)*« -*,<4, -v^^MáíMby^OíM,

AZ

(4.67)

4.6 Numerical Solution with One Internal Point

In the characteristics grid presented in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, there are n-\ internal points, i. e.,

the line is divided in n segments of length Ax. If the grid presented in Fig. 4.13 is considered

instead, only one internal point must be taken into account. In this figure, r is the one-way time

delay given by x = Liu
, being L the line length and o the line propagation velocity.

4.6.1 Internal Point

Supposing that v and z* are known valúes at points S' and L' of Fig. 4.13, the solution can

be extended to point P as follows:

(vp -vs.) + Zw(iP -/y) + -*-(/, +te)+
w

4X {vP +v¡r)+-(vP +¥s)+-J¿-(<rir+0s')
= O

(4.68a)

{vp-vl.)-Zw(íp-íl.)-^Ll(íp+íl,)+Zw 4x (vp +vv)--(y/P +y/L.) + ^-(tfi p+¿ l.)
= 0

(4.68b)

Rearranging (4.68)

G, vp + Z, ip
-

G2 vs.
-

Z2 z5, + -fa, + ¥s-)+ -J-(^ p+ t?) = ° (469a)

Gxvp -Zxip -G2vv +Z2i, -L(Wp +v/L,)+^(^p+^L.)=o (4.69b)
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Figure 4.13. Characteristics grid with one internal point.

where

Gx=l + ZwGx¿. G2=l-ZwGx¿

R% L* R% Li

(4.70a), (4.70b)

(4. 70c), (4.70d)

Addition of (4.69a) and (4.69b) gives the following:

2GIv,-G2(vr +vr)-Z2(/r-íi.)+j^-i/I.)+^(2#i,+^^.)=0 (4.71)

while the subtraction of the same equations yields

2Z, ip
-

G2 (vs. - vL. )- Z2 (/, + iL. )+ -(2y/P + y/s. +y/L.)+ -*- (> S,-#L.) = 0 (4.72)

4.6.1.1 Computation ofvp andip with RealPoles andResidues

If </)p is computed from (4.29) with real poles and residues, this term is a function of vP;

thus, this voltage is computed from (4.42) as

1

2G,

■wiw ii i

G2 (v5- + v¿, )+ Z2 (/, - iL. )-- (y/s, -y/L.) 2j— fa p+ <t>s,+ <f>L) (4.73)
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where G, and <f> p are given by

GX=GX-

f h.R-«

tíl + q,to

ZwLto^miq¡
4 tTl + ^Aí

The subscript P-At denotes valúes corresponding to one time step prior to point P.

(4.74a)

(4.74b)

The current at point P, í>, can be obtained from Eq. (4.43). But since y/P is computed

from (4.28), this term is a function of iP, so this current is computed as

zB = •

2Z,
G2 (vs. - vL. )+ Z2 (/, + iL.)--fa'P + y/s. + y/v )—w— (<¿ s-- </> v ) (4.75)

where Z, and y/'p are given by

Vp

tti+Plto

Lto^Ap^
4 jfx\ + Pito

(4.76a)

(4.76b)

4.6.1.2 Computation ofvp andip with ComplexPoles andResidues

If now </)p is computed from (4.36) with complex pairs of poles and residues, this term is a

function of vP and the voltages 1 and 2 time steps prior to point P, vp.^ and vP.2&t; thus, vP is

computed from (4.42) as

1

2G,

¿sn/ Lt i

■ G\ y?-* -^ vp_2á1 + G2 (vs. +vL.) + Z2 (is. - iL. ) -- (y/s. -y/L.)—^-fa 'P+ </> s.+ </> L. )

(4.77)

where

A

'>-!
^ <t> i,p-* (2 - ft A/2)-¿,P_2A)(l-/>,Az/2)

l + /z,Az/2

Z„¿AZÁ e,

í-^í4 ti'2 + /z1AZ

(4.78a)

(4.78b)
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fig,.

= ZwLto^ fig,
2

2 tri+/j(A//

ZwLAt^ C
G. =Z5L£AZg

2 ti'2 + A;Az

(4.78c)

(4.78d)

Similarly, if y/P is computed from (4.35), this term is a function of iP, ip.^ and z>.2A/. thus, z>

is computed from (4.43) as

¿Jnt Lt .

2Z,
-Z'iip-ii -zVp-™ +G2 {vs. -vL.)+Z2 (is.+iL.)--fap+y/s. + y/L.) 2— (fa. -fa.)

where

■

_

£ ¥í,p-« (2-¿,- A/2)-^-2A,M¡ AZ/2)
^

l + fl\AZ/2/=i

¿A/A a,.

í-^-^S

Z2=-

4 tí2 + d¡Aí

¿Ai2A fcc,

Z, =

2

Lto#

f b¡C¡

tí 1 +d^ 12

2 t¡2 + d¡to

(4.79)

(4.80a)

(4.80b)

(4.80c)

(4.80d)

4.6.2 Boundary Points

For the source boundary point S (x
= 0), as shown in Fig. 4.8, the application of an ideal

voltage source vs =J[t) is considered. In this case, Eq. (4.69b) is modified as follows:

Gxvs -Zxis -G2V,, +Z2ip -^(y/s +y/p,)+-!L-(fis+tp,)=0 (4. 81)

For the load boundary point L (x
- L), the connection of a resistive load Rl is considered.

Applying (4.56), Eq. (4.69a) is modified as follows:

6lvI+zA-G1r;-z1<,4Vi+^)+¥^^)-<1 (4-82)
RL 4 4
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4.6.2.1 Computation ofis andvi with realPoles andResidues

The current at the source boundary, is, is computed from Eq. (4.81), taking into account

that^s is a function of is:

Z,
G,vs -G2VF + Z2ip. --(y/'s +l// )+^—(0 +9ip,)

4 4
(4.83)

Z, is computed from (4.76b) and y/s is given by

¥s

A y/i¡s-¿,

tn+^.A/
(4.84)

The voltage at the load boundary, vL, is computed from Eq. (4.82) taking into account that

y/L and <f>L are both functions of v¿.

v, =
Rl Ll ■ £JW Li i

G2 Y,. + Z2 ip --(y'L+ y/p- ) ^¡-(<¿ ¿+ <t> P- )
GXRL+ZX

G, is computed from (4.74b) while y/L and faLixt given by

• A y/^
¥l

tíl + Pito

L

tn+?,A/

(4.85)

(4.86a)

(4.86b)

4.6.2.2 Computation ofis and\L with ComplexPoles andResidues

In this case, the convolution term y/s is a function of is, is-At and is-2M, thus

1 £* o/ *■*
,

-Z*"Y*"» +Gxvs -G2Vp +z2i, -fa, +¥r)+£idn¿s+4,) (4.87)

Zj, Z2 and Z3 are computed from (4.80b), (4.80c) and (4.80d), respectively, and

¥s -1
A pw_* (2 -¿,.AZ2)-^_2A,(l-rf,.Az/2)
/=i

l + d,to/2

Besides, ^l and <¡>l are both functions of v¿, V/,.^ and v¿.2zl„ so v¿ is computed as

(4.88)
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Rl
v, =L

G\RL+Z\
-v

L-lu

G'2RL+Z2

.
2RL

-v.L-2ÜÍ
<GIRL+^
{ 2Rl )

+G2vF + Z2iF -fa +y/F)—Z-¡f'L+fF)

where Gj , Gj and Gj are computed from (4.78b), (4.78c) and (4.78d), respectively, and

¥'L = fp±¿^zh At2)-¥i.L-2*M. A//2)
l + d,to/2

_ A^,,¿_A<(2-y;.Az2)-^,¿,2A/(i-A,.Az/2)
1 + /J.AZ/2

A

k=-¿Z
1=1

(4.89)

(4.90a)

(4.90b)

4.6.3 Applications

The new formulation to solve the Method of Characteristics with one internal point was

validated by means of two application examples. In the first one, example 4.5.4.1. was repeated
to compare the results and the computer times of the conventional grid and the one-internal

point grid. Then, a field experiment consisting of seven equal NUL's was reproduced.

4.6.3.1 Practical Comparison ofMethods

The conventional and one-internal-point Methods of Characteristics were compared using
the same application example of section 4.5.4.1. As seen in Fig. 4.14, both methods had

equivalent results but, as could be supposed, the simulation with the one-internal-point method

was several times faster than the conventional one; between 5 and 6 time faster using the same

PC ofChapters 2 and 3.

4.6.3.2 Simulation ofa FieldExperiment

As second application example, the proposed one-internal-point method is applied to the

simulation of a field experiment performed by Wagner, et al. [59]. The experiment consists on

injecting a step like wave at one end of a 2185.4m long line divided in 7 equal segments, as

shown in Fig. 5. Each segment has a length of 312.2m. The line máximum and mínimum heights

are 26.2m at the towers and 15.24m at the middle span. The 3 line conductors are ACSR with

radius of 2.54cm. The injected wave is applied simultaneously to the 3 conductors at the sending

node, while the receiving node is left open. The voltage at the receiving end of the line is shown
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in Fig. 4.16, comparing the experimental results and those obtained with the Method of

Characteristics. Waveforms were plotted as half of their actual magnitude, as done in [57], to

remove the doubling due to the open circuit. For the simulation, the line is represented by a

single-phase equivalent.

4.7 Conclusions

A time domain model for analyzing single phase non-uniform transmission lines with

frequency dependent electrical parameters has been presented. The model is based on

synthesizing an equivalent uniform transmission line from the chain matrix of the NUL. The

application examples have shown very good agreement between the results obtained with the

proposed method and those produced by the Numerical Laplace Transform program and a field

experiment. Besides, a new procedure to solve the Method of Characteristics with one interior

point has been presented and tested with very good results and an significant improvement in

computer times.
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Figure 4.14. Comparison ofmethods.
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Figure 4.16. Voltage at the receiving end of the line.
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5 Conclusions

5.1 Summary ofResults

In this thesis, two of the most important aspects in the analysis of electromagnetic
transients on transmission systems have been discussed:

• Space dependence of the line electrical parameters.

• Incident field excitation.

Solutions to these problems have been proposed and tested. For the Non-uniform Line

problem, two approaches have been presented. The first one is based on the frequency domain

modeling of multiconductor lines a cascaded connection of chain matrices. The time domain

solution has been obtained by applying the Numerical Laplace Transform. The second approach

is also frequency domain based, but in this case a time domain model for single-phase lines is

obtained. This model includes transient parameters that modify the conventional transmission

line equations to take into account both the space and the frequency dependence of the line

electrical parameters. The resulting modified transmission line equations are solved with the

Method of Characteristics.

In the case of adding the effect of incident fields on the NUL, the problem has been

solved in the frequency domain by the inclusión of equivalent lumped sources connected at the

receiving end of the unexcited line. The developed procedures extends the work done in [34] for

single phase lines to the case of multiconductor lines. Again, the Numerical Laplace Transform

was applied to get the time domain solution.

The importance of the frequency dependence of the line parameters has been shown

through two different cases of short lines, a NUL and a field excited line, both simulated with

the Numerical Laplace Transform program. In both cases, results have shown important
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differences in the waveforms with or without frequency dependence, although computer times

are very similar.

Several application examples have been presented in this thesis:

• A river crossing 3-phase line, non-uniform and highly asymmetrical, which was also

used to test the accuracy of different methods to solve the NUL problem.

• A tower model constructed with NUL segments.

• 2 field excited distribution lines with incident fields propagating in different

directions.

• A single-phase line with a symmetrical sagging between two towers.

• A machine winding model.

• The simulation of a field experiment consisting of seven equal NUL's.

Results from these practical examples have been validated through comparisons with ATP

and experimental waveforms. Methods based on the Numerical Laplace Transform were

completely free of oscillations in all cases. In the other hand, the solution with the Method of

Characteristics of a machine winding model presented oscillations, which were eliminated by

changing the numerical method used to solve the convolutions from central differences to Gear

2nd order.

The methods presented in this thesis represent an important altemative to the usual

commercial programs to compute electromagnetic transients on NUL and field excited lines. It

has been shown the ability of these methods to deal with a variety of cases with high accuracy.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Research

A list of recommendations for further developments is proposed as a continuation to the

methodologies presented in this thesis:

• Extensión of the NUL solution with the Method of Characteristics, presented in

Chapter 4, to the multiconductor case.

• Application of the proposed methods to the simulation of electronic and

communication lines.
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• Inclusión of incident field excitation to the NUL solution with the Method of

Characteristics using lumped sources connected to the receiving end of the line, as

done in the frequency domain solution presented in Chapter 3.

• Application of equivalent network analysis to simúlate large transmission systems,

reducing the non-significant parts of the system.

• Implementation of the NUL models presented in this thesis to analyze switching

transients and evalúate the importance of including non-uniformities on these

studies.
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Appendix A : The Numerical Laplace

Transform

A.1 Introduction

The Laplace transform is a very powerful analysis tool for the solution of ordinary

differential equations. However, its application to practical problems is limited, given that the

transformation from time to frequency domain and vice versa can be very difficult or even

impossible. Besides, the time domain function may not be analytically defined, but through

graphics, experimental measurements, sections or in discrete form. Particularly, the analytical

solution of systems whose parameters depend non linearly on the frequency, such as

transmission lines, is practically impossible. To overeóme these situations, numerical

transformations can be used instead of the analytical expressions.

A.2 Analysis ofErrors

The numerical inversión of the Laplace transform introduces two kinds of errors: Gibbs

oscillations due to the truncation of the integration range and aliasing due to the discretization of

the frequency spectrum. Gibbs oscillations can be reduced using weighting functions known as

windows. In the case of the aliasing error, this is reduced applying a damping factor exp(-cí).

The exactitude of the new function depends on the correct choice of the damping constant c.

An evaluation of the effectiveness of four of the most common windows (Hanning,

Lanczos, Blackman and Riesz) to reduce truncation errors was performed [58]. The window

functions were applied to the numerical inversión of the Laplace transform of a delayed cosine

function given by
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/(/) = u(t - r)cos [co (t - r)] (A. 1)

with co = 377 rad/s y T = 2 ms. The corresponding Laplace transform of (A.1) is

F(s) = exp(-Ts)^— (A.2)
S +(0

A number of 256 samples were used for the NLT and observation times T of 1 and 3

cycles were tested (1 cycle = 16.66 ms). Fig. A.1 shows the relative error obtained with each

window in one cycle, while fig. A.2 shows the error in 3 cycles. This error was computed as

follows:

err =
/.«-/»

(A.3)
max[/(z)]

were^W is the numerical approximation of the function//) given in (A.1). All four windows

gave excellent results when used in one cycle. However, as seen in fig. A.2, Lanczos and Riesz

windows gave poor results with a larger observation time.

In addition, two methods based on empiric tests for calculating the damping constant c

were analyzed. The first one was proposed byWilcox [60] and is given by

c = 2Aco (A.4)

while the second was proposed by Wedepohl [61]:

lru>2)
c =

-^ (A.5)

The same cosine function given by (A.1) was used in this analysis. The evaluation was

performed for three different numbers of samples: 28, 210 and 212 The errors obtained are

shown in figs. A.3 and A.4. As seen in Fig. A.3, the use of Eq. (A.4) gives good results, but the

error remains constant as the number of samples is increased (with the same observation time).

In the other hand, applying (A.5) the error decreases when the number of samples is increased.

Therefore, with Wedepohl's equation the aliasing error can be reduced by increasing the number

of samples used in the simulation.

It is important to notice in figs. A.1 to A.4 the presence of an error of almost 100% at 2ms.

This time instant corresponds to the cosine function delay. This is explained by the finite

elevation time that results from the numerical evaluation of the inverse Laplace integral.
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A.3 Discretization ofthe Laplace Transform Pair

Let f(t) be a real and causal function of time and F(s) its image in the Laplace domain.

Considering a finite integration range and including a window function a(oí), the inverse Laplace

transforms can be written as

f(t) = Rej— ¡<t(cv)F(c + jcv)ej°*dcv 1 (A.6a)

where s = c+jco, c is the damping constant, co is the angular frequency and Q is the máximum

frequency. Besides, if the integration range of the direct Laplace transform is truncated, it yields

T

F(c + jo) = J|/(r>~c' ] e-jMdt (A.6b)
o

where T is the observation time. The numerical form of equations (A.6) that allows using the

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm [15] to get computer time savings is as follows:

/„ =Rfijc„gF„exp[^)L=l,2 zV-1 (A.7a)

*. =S/AH^F] •
- =W " - 1 <A-7b>

where

fn=f(nto) (A.8a)

Fm=F(c + j(2m + \)Aco) (A.8b)

Dn = At exp
- cnAZ - ^^- (A.8c)

_ 2Aí» ( jnn \ . . .,.

Cn =
exp cnAZ +^^ | (A.8d)

n \ N

o-m-o-[(2w + l)Aíy] (A.8e)

AZ =
-, Aco = - (A.8Í), (A.8g)
A^ T

being Aí» the spectrum integration step, At the time discretization step and N the number of

samples.
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Appendix B : Computation of the Line

Electrical Parameters

B.l Introduction

The electrical parameters of a transmission line are completely defined with the

computation of the longitudinal impedance and transversal admittance matrices per-unit-length.

These terms are the essential parameters to describe the current and voltage propagation

equations along the line, as shown in Eq. (2.1).

B.2 Longitudinal Impedance Matrix

The series or longitudinal impedance matrix is computed from the geometric and electric

characteristics of the transmission line. In general, it is defined as the sum of 3 matrices:

Z = ZC+Z£+ZC (B.l)

being Zc the geometric impedance matrix, Z£ the earth return impedance matrix and Zc the

conductor impedance matrix.

B.2.1 Geometric Impedance

The geometric impedance matrix depends basically on the geometric configuration of the

line, and is given by the following expression:

ZC=^P (B.2)
2n
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where / is the Laplace variable, po is the free space permeability (400ti T|H/m) and P is the

matrix of potential coefficients, defined as

P =

tafl» .

Req.i
.. ln—!¡L

dxn

lA .

d«x
.. ln—ü*-

Req,i

(B.3)

The variables involved in the Eq. (B.3) are computed applying the method of images, as

shown in Fig. B.l. This yields

(B.4a)

(B.4b)

A/
=

M!(X¡-Xjf + (yi+y.J

**~4{xi-xj}+{yi-yj}

Xeqj=1j»rt(rh)
,1-1

(B.4c)

where (x,,y¡) are the coordinates of the ith phase conductor, n is the number of conductors in a

bundle, r¡ is the radius of the ith phase conductor, r/> is the bundle radius and Rmi is the

equivalent radius of the ith phase bundle.

Figure B.l. Method of images.
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B.2.2 Earth Return Impedance

The method of the complex penetration depth considers that the earth return currents are

concentrated in a fictitious plañe, parallel to the earth plañe and placed at a penetration depth

given by

'spe
(B.5)

being pe the ground resistivity (Q/m) and /4 the ground permeability (H/m). Using (B.5), it is

possible to apply the method of images to compute the matrix of earth return impedances as

follows:

where

Zr =

2ji

ln
D\x

A,
ln

Xn?'
D.

ln

D\

A

d'ü
= ^i+yj+2pf+(xi-xjf

(B.6)

(B.7)

TT-* i

yt

u
P

y¡

(a) (b)

Figure B.2. Representation of the complex penetration depth: (a) earth return (b) conductor.
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B.2.3 Conductor Impedance

The internal conductor impedance is produced by a phenomenon known as Kelvin or

"skin" effect, which is due to the fact that the altemating current tends to flow near the

conductor surface. Therefore, similarly to the earth return, a complex penetration depth can be

computed for the conductors:

P.-J^- (B.8)

Applying (B.8), the impedance of the ith phase conductor can be computed according to the

following expression:

ZCiJR"cJ+Zhf-i (B.9)
n

where R¿cj is the direct current resistance of the ith phase conductor and Zyj is its high

frequency impedance. These terms are computed as

RdCji=-^ (B.lOa)
Kr,

ZMi=~^- (B.l Ib)
ln riPc

where pc,¡ is the permeability of the ith phase conductor (H/m) and pc,¡ is its resistivity (Q/m).

Finally, the conductor impedance matrix for the n phases of the line is defined as

Zc=diag(zc>1,ZCi2,...,ZCiJ (B.12)

B.3 Transversal Admittance Matrix

Similarly to the geometric impedance matrix, the shunt or transversal admittance matrix is

related to the coefficients of potential matrix. Its expression is as follows:

\ = 2/re0sP-1 (B.l 3)

where e o is the free space permeability (1/36ti pF/m).
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